Summary The membrane activity recorded from the circular muscle layer of the human Fallopian tube showed a unique pattern(slow potential changes),yet the hormonal and adrenergic influences appeared to be much the same as observed in the myometrium.Differences in electrical and mechanical activities,and also the sensitivity to catecholamines during the secretory or proliferative period were elucidated .
Summary The membrane activity recorded from the circular muscle layer of the human Fallopian tube showed a unique pattern(slow potential changes),yet the hormonal and adrenergic influences appeared to be much the same as observed in the myometrium.Differences in electrical and mechanical activities,and also the sensitivity to catecholamines during the secretory or proliferative period were elucidated . (COUTINHO et al .,1973; HODGSON et al.,1977; CROXATTO et al.,1978; PAUERSTEIN and EDDY ,1979) .
Recently, KORENAGA(1980) The spontaneous membrane activity recorded from the muscle cell in all regions of the Fallopian tube showed a slow potential change(slow wave).The amplitude and frequency of these slow changes varied from cell to cell(15-41mV and 1.0-0.02Hz,respectively)under different hormonal conditions.The amplitude was less dependent,but the frequency and regularity of the amplitude depnded on hormonal domination,i.e.,the frequency was lower and the amplitude was irregular in the progesterone-dominated condition(excised during the early secretory period)compared to findings in the estrogen-dominated condition(excised during the proliferative period). Figure 1 shows the relationship between the membrane and mechanical activities recorded from the ampullar region of different preparations at various hormonal stages.Regular amplitude of the slow potential change with relatively low frequency was recorded from the cell during the secretory period.The mechanical activity,in contrast to the electrical activity,was irregular and not synchronized with the electrical activity(a).This phenomenon indicates that irregular ampli- ities were well synchronized.The amplitude of the slow potential change was Vol.31,No.3,1981 more regular compared to findings during the secretory period.These observations might indicate that functional cell-to-cell connections are increased during the estrogen-dominated stage,such as has been found in the rat myometrium (KURIYAMA and SUZUKI,1976) . Figure 1d1 and d2 show two different patterns of electrical activity recorded from the circular muscle of ampullar region during the proliferative period.There were two distinct differences in the electrical activity,namely,a single spike superimposed on the slow potential change and repetitive spikes superimposed on the plateau potential.These two electrical patterns had no causal relation regarding their appearance.The former showed a typical pattern of electrical activity usually observed in all regions of the Fallopian tube,and the latter a typical pattern of the electrical activity as was observed in the rat and mouse myometria during the mid-pregnancy or spayed myometria under estradiol-treated conditions. Vol.31,No.3,1981 edge of the physiological role of the Fallopian tube during the transportation of ovum to the uterus within one week after ovulation.
